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The installation of a new fire place can be a major consideration. The fire can be the heart of the
room and it will need to suit your taste, requirements and budget. Dimplex fires can offer a number
of sophisticated benefits for homeowners and are available in a range of designs and styles.

Heating Requirements

You do need to think very carefully about what you want from a fire before you buy. There are many
different types of fires available from traditional solid fuel burnings options through to the latest
innovations in electric fires from Dimplex. Think about your needs and which designs could best
meet these.

â€¢ Consider how you will be heating your home before you invest in new fires.

â€¢ Dimplex electric fires offer an effective way to provide a boost of heat to individual rooms.

â€¢ They are easy to control and provide instantaneous heat once switched on.

â€¢ These modern electric fires are ideal if you need additional back-up to your central heating on cold
days or you have no other heat sources in the rooms.

â€¢ Dimplex electric fires are also a good choice for families. They offer safe heating options without
any risks of carbon monoxide being released into the room (as with solid fuel burning fires).

â€¢ Also once the fire is switched off they will quickly cool down. This means you will be able to switch
them off and leave them unattended.

â€¢ This is much safer than solid fuel burning fires as these take a long time to cool down and can still
flare to life for hours after they have died down.

â€¢ Another important advantage to Dimplex electric fires is that they offer sophisticated flame effects.

â€¢ This means you can get all the warmth and cosiness of flames without the hassle of traditional
solid wood burning fireplaces.

â€¢ These flame effects can be switched on independently from the heating elements so this means
you can enjoy them without wasting money heating rooms that are already a comfortable
temperature.

â€¢ This is useful if you have good central heating in place in your home already.

Installation Requirements

You also need to think about how you are going to install fires in your home. The great thing about
Dimplex electric fires is that they are fast and easy to install. They can be placed almost anywhere
in the home where there is an adequate wall space and electricity supply. Unlike gas fires or solid
wood burning fires they are not restricted by the need for chimney spaces or ventilation.

â€¢ Dimplex electric fires are ideal for modern homes as these streamline designs can be quickly
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installed into spare wall spaces in living rooms, kitchens and bedrooms.

â€¢ They take up very little room and provide an efficient, effective heat source for rooms.

â€¢ Dimplex electric fires are a great option for all kinds of homes from period properties through to
modern eco-friendly homes.
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a Dimplex electric fires can offer sophisticated fire options for homeowners. There are many designs
and features available that can increase fuel efficiency and provide effective heat from your home.
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